Information for the Participants

1. Place of the Meeting
The CryoNet Team Meeting and the Global Cryosphere Watch GCW Steering Group Meeting will be held at GEUS, the National Geological Survey of Denmark and Greenland, Øster Voldgade 10, Copenhagen, Denmark.

Interactive map: https://goo.gl/maps/5uBlx

The CryoNet Team meeting will begin on 19 January 2015, at 09:00 and will end at the 20 January at 17:00. The GCW SG meeting will begin on 21 January at 09:00 and will end on the 23 January 2014 at 16:00.

English will be the language used at the meetings and for all documents.

Registration:
Upon arrival at GEUS Reception office, Øster Voldgade 10, Copenhagen. Access to GEUS premises require a guest badge to be worn visibly at all times. Your guest badge will be delivered by GEUS Reception on the first day and must be returned at the end of the last day.
Please note that your guest badges will not open any locked door, so there will be somebody from GEUS to pick you up at the Reception every morning. This applies to all doors leading to the parking lot, but also to internal doors toward the canteen and the rest of GeoCenter Denmark. If you find yourself locked out, please call the numbers listed below.

**Lunch, coffee and beverages:**

Coffee and beverages will be served at the meetings both in the morning and afternoon. Lunch will be offered by GEUS at the GeoCenter Denmark canteen located on premises.

**Smoking:**

GEUS and the GeoCenter Denmark are smoke-free environments.

**Focal points for the meeting:**

Local GEUS contacts:
Michele Citterio, work mobile: +45 9133 3832
GEUS Reception: +45 9133 3500

2. **Travel Information**

**Directions:**

GEUS is most easily reached from Copenhagen airport by Metro, getting off at Nørreport station. The Metro ride from the airport to Nørreport st. takes about 15 minutes. From Nørreport station to GEUS is a 10 minutes’ walk, or you can take any of the 6A, 42, 184 or 185 buses and get off at the first stop (Georg Brandes Plads / Statens Museum for Kunst). When you arrive please report to GEUS Reception, found on the left side of the main entrance hall.

There is a ticket office on the arrivals floor at Terminal 3 and automatic machines are also available. The Metro one-way fare from the airport to GEUS or anywhere downtown is ‘3 zoner’, currently 36 DKK (about 5 EUR). A taxi ride from the airport will cost approx. 300 DKK. For the rest of your stay, the cheapest fare (2 zoner, 24 DKK) lets you travel within central Copenhagen. The same tickets are valid for Bus, Metro and local trains (S-Tog). Single tickets can be bought for cash from the bus drivers but are expensive, so you may want to buy 10 rides card called ‘klippekort’ for the appropriate number of zones, which you need to clip at every ride. Distances are modest within central Copenhagen though, and streets are quite safe at any hour, so you may not need much transportation.

**Visas:**

Participants are responsible for obtaining all necessary visas for their travel to Denmark. Further information at [https://www.nyidanmark.dk/en-us/coming_to_dk/visa/visa.htm](https://www.nyidanmark.dk/en-us/coming_to_dk/visa/visa.htm)

**Language, Currency and Credit Cards:**

Danish is the official language in Denmark. Good English is spoken by the vast majority of the population.
The currency is the Danish krona (DKK). Most hotels, restaurants and shops accept internationally valid credit cards. As of late November 2014, the exchange rates are ca. 7.44 DKK / 1 EUR and ca. 6 DKK / 1 USD.

Time zone:
Denmark is in the Central European Time zone (CET, or GMT+1).

Electricity:
The mains voltage is 220V, 50 Hz.

Medical services:
The European Health Insurance Card is valid in Denmark.

3. Hotels
GEUS do not have permanent agreements in place with hotels to provide favorable rates. Participants need to book and pay for their stay directly with the hotels. Some nearby hotels are listed below, roughly ordered after growing distance from GEUS. Some of these hotels offered special rates for participants of these WMO meetings. Please verify conditions and book your room directly with the hotel.

* * * First Hotel Østerport
Oslo Plads 5, 2100 Copenhagen.
http://www.firsthotels.dk/Vore-Hoteller/Hoteller-i-Danmark/Kobenhavn/First-Hotel-Osterport/

* * * Hotel Christian IV
Dronningens Tværgade 45, 1302 Copenhagen
www.hotelchristianiv.dk

special rate: DKK 923 per night for a single room and DKK 1134 for a double. Prices incl. Breakfast and VAT. Use the following customer login: USER: GEUS, PASS: 0003 or write to reception@hotelchristianiv.dk before January 5th.

* * * * Hotel Phoenix Copenhagen
Bredgade 37, 1260 Copenhagen
http://www.phoenixcopenhagen.dk/
Special rate for standard single room: DKK 1090,- per room per night incl. breakfast. Superior single room for DKK 1290,- per room per night incl. breakfast. Please book before January 5th by contacting the hotel at bookphoenix@arp-hansen.dk and providing the group name ‘GEUS’ and booking code ‘1508719’.

* * * * * Hotel D'Angleterre
Kongens Nytorv 34, 1022 København K
www.dangleterre.dk
**Comfort Hotel Esplanaden**
Bredgade 78, 1260 Copenhagen
http://www.firsthotels.dk/Vore-Hoteller/Hoteller-i-Danmark/Kobenhavn/First-Hotel-Esplanaden/

**Copenhagen Admiral Hotel**
Toldbodgade 24-28, 1253 Copenhagen
www.admiralhotel.dk

**special rate:** single room per night DKK 1050 and double room per night DKK 1370. Breakfast per person per day DKK 145. To get the offered rates, please choose the arrival and departure dates in the calendar on the website and type WMOGRP in the Promotion Code field. If you book more than 1 room, please list a name for each room in the “Comments or Requests” field. Please make your reservation before December 17th. After this date rates and availability cannot be guaranteed.

**Hotel Neptun**
Sankt Annæ Plads 18-20, 1250 Copenhagen
www.neptun-hotel.dk

**special rate:** 895 DKK per room per night for single use. For double use the rate will be 1095 DKK. Breakfast and Wireless Internet is included in the rate. Please book before December 29th by contacting Tina Lønstrup Jensen, Booking & Revenue Manager, tj@ascot-neptun.dk and referring to the code: 1501WORLDM

**Radisson Blu Royal Hotel Copenhagen**
Hammerichsgade 1, 1611 Copenhagen
http://www.radissonblu.com/royalhotel-copenhagen